BRET T G O T T F R I E D

2019 ADVERTISING
MOOD BOARDS

TREND BIG IDEAS
Obviously, the brands’ identity and there main focus
of business are just as important as these big ideas. The
Mood Boards illustrate the combination of all these ideas.

Graphic design and advertising are an ever-evolving art
form. Lately, old advertising aesthetics and layouts have
gotten stale. The right approach is considering the new
market objectives and the clients who are younger and
responding to new ideas in an ever-changing landscape.
Taking a design cue from the digital world of advertising
and infusing it into the print world will give us the fresh
look we are looking for. Also, in compiling the proper
trend, it is imperative to do as much research as possible.
It may even be more important than the design itself.
Here are a few big ideas for 2019.

VIVID COLORS & COLOR BLOCKING

ASYMMETRICAL DESIGN

OPEN COMPOSITIONS

Traditional Pizza Joint
According to the 2019 Pizza Power Report, three themes keep appearing again and again: quality ingredients,
technology and the youth culture. This leads me to believe that styling it with a modern take on a traditional Italian
rustic feel and using fresh quality looking ingredient photos. In addition, use negative space to really let the imagery
speak for itself.

• Enlarged Detailed Imagery.
• Companion Pizzas with Healthy Food Imagery
• Modern Take on Traditional Rustic Feel
• Use Negative Space and Color Blocking to Give a
Modern Feel.
• Friendly and Inviting Hand Done Fonts.

Trendy Hair Salon
The salon and beauty industry is always changing. Customers today are more conscious about organic products that
provide safer, more environmentally friendly alternatives. In addition diverse offerings and other amenities are just as
important. Provide a feeling of tropical calm and soft beauty. Use knockouts and subtle linear tropicals watermarks
to give depth. Instagram positive messaging would work great here as well.

• Organic Clean Feel
• Use of Knockouts and Subtle Watermarks of Linear
Tropicals to Give Depth.
• Use Tropical Plants, Flowers and Foliage.
• Photos Should Represent a Serene Beauty

Elegant Nail Salon
You have to think elegant to attract an elegant market, and we need to establish a salon as a place to receive an
upscale, pampered experience. Lets us give people the feeling they are on vacation and a sense of relaxation by going
back to its roots. A modern twist on French aesthetics with tropical florals will give people the feeling we want to
achieve.

• Modern Twist on French Aesthetics with a Tropical
Florals
• Asymmetrical Layouts
• Linear Subtle Tropical and French Patterns
• Soft Colors
• Beautiful Photos Including Hands/ Nails

Hi-Tech Auto
Here is a great place to use asymmetrical design trend because these layouts break free from the rigid and
predictable grid designs from the past. They deliver more energy and movement and an asymmetrical layout
demands attention and the user is compelled to explore where the information and graphics might go next. Sprinkle
the design with info-graphics to give a high tech feeling and help the viewer to understand and remember the
content.

• Use of Asymmetrical Design
• Light use of Info-Graphics
• Technical Linear Backgrounds and Shapes
• Imagery Must Look professional and High Tech.

Children’s Camp
Everybody knows that camp is fun, but what makes their camp different? We need to pinpoint that and accentuate
it. Make it the statement visually and verbally, by using vivid and bold colors, designing content that is dynamic and
infuse it with a little hand-done feel. All photos should look candid and not staged to give a personal quality.

• Accentuate the Camps Focus
• Vivid Color Combinations
• Dynamic Design
• Use Hipster Doodles to Create a Fun Look
• Photos Should be Not be Posed and More Natural

Yoga
Approximately one in three Americans have tried yoga at least once, and the number of people over 50 (practicing
yoga) has tripled over the last four years. This is a continuously growing industry. Keeping true to the roots of yoga
we need to convey a spiritual and calming aesthetic. Use of balanced negative space will create a calm and peaceful
setting. Also, include the use of mandalas and other yoga linear designs. Double exposures and silhouette fills with
“found in nature” color combinations will create a nice calming effect. Insightful verbiage will add a nice touch as

• Insightful Verbiage
• Calming & Spiritual Feel
• Double Exposures and Silhouette Fills
• Watermarks of Yoga Patterns, Symbols and Mandalas
• Use Calming Color Combinations Found in Nature
• Clean Balanced Design

Family Diner
For busy families, fast-casual restaurants have transitioned from treat to routine. It is more important than ever
that the industry focuses on healthy options that cater to all. There is also an increase in marketing to Moms and
Millennials exclusively. Vivid colors and friendly fonts with a well-balanced appearance is essential. Include high
detailed imagery of food with healthy options and really let the imagery speak for itself.

• Clean and Balanced Design Using Shapes
• Use of Negative Space.
• Vivid Color Blocking
• Fun and Inviting Fonts
• Instagram Worthy Photos
• Cartoon Fruit Colors
• Heavy Lines and Shapes with Bold Fresh Fonts
• Creative and Fun Imagery

Pet Grooming
Grooming and marketing are similar, in that they are both art forms. We want to inspire and connect on an
emotional level. The era of staged looking stock images is pretty much gone, so we should be looking for more
natural, not typical photos. In addition, give a feeling of cleanliness that flows throughout the design by using cool
colors and rolling linear design. Make it fun and lovable.

• Flowing Design with Clean Cool Colors
• Fun and Lovably Imagery
• Light Watermarks and Knockout Fills
• Friendly and Inviting Bold Sans Serif Fonts
• Usage of Negative Space

High End Steakhouse
To get someone to spend a lot of money at your restaurant, the advertising needs to make it clear that the evening
will be worth the effort and the expense. A good way to achieve this quality is to go back to where it all began, at the
Butcher Shop. Using retro butcher elements like wood butcher blocks, coarse dark stone, hipster foodie drawings,
and hot iron branding designs. Include photos that are in color and show the inside of that perfectly cooked steak.

• Rustic Luxury Feel
• Backgrounds of Pure Black, Rough Dark Stone or Wood
• Retro Butcher Drawings & Iron Branding Designs
• Close Up Details of Food
• Moody Colors with Splashes of Gold
• Use Elegant Style of Vintage Fonts

Landscape Company
Consumers are searching for Landscaping companies that make environmentally sound decisions. They also want
efficiency and various services for a fair price. Since this is a creative industry the images used should showcase their
skills with beautiful photography. Use shapes, gradients, and an asymmetrical layout to intrigue user to explore their
services. For a clean look really use the negative space and one or two fantastic photos for maximum impact.

• Use Vivid Organic Colors Found
• Bold Shapes and Gradients
• Asymmetrical Layout to Intrigue
• High Detailed Plants, Flowers and Foliage
• Natural Textures and Subtle Overlays
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